
Sensor and Simulation Notes V ‘

Underground Testing of Close-In EM Sensors

I. Introd~ction

As is well known the most difficult problems in the design of
close-in EM sensors are their sensitivities to the Compcon current
and the conducting environment. Both of thes”e problems are closely
connected with the EM pulse which is desired EO be measured. There-

fore it is desirable to measure the-performance of such sensors in
a controlled environment which is similar to the actual environment
present during a

II. Electric

Figure i
pose. A beam of
through a sealed

surface test.

and Magnetic Field Production

shows the general geometry to be used for this pur-

Y ‘raYs fr~ the device is collimated and passed
conducting box containing air and. a lead ~-ray

attenuator to collect most of the Compton electrons. This configur-
ation can be used to produce strong electric fields by making R very
large or it can be used to produce magnetic fields by making R small
and allowing currents to flow.

The electric field attainable by this technique approximates
the “saturation” e ectric field in the near field region, providing

R is larger than &
~ p%

where ~ is the conductivity o-f the air.

The magnetic field attainable by this technique can be approxi-
mately calculated from

where .lC is the Compton current density, ne is the electron flux,

nw is the gamma flux, re is the electron range and r- is the
g%una

where
(near

or

where

mean free path. This gives a current approximat~ey as

J
/

c 2.62x10-8~ amps/meter e
.,..’c

& isih roentgens/sec. From this the maximum magnetic field
the boundary of the irradiated region) is given by

Hmax = r Jc
T

‘Y

%ax=l.31x10-8~; amps/mete~

r is in meters or

Bmax = Ho ‘max ?1 .65x10-&4 $YL ~eber/meter2
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III. Experimental Technique

By proper variation of parameters E and H fieid sensors cars
be subjected to various environments to test their sensitivities to
okher parameters such as the radiation intensity and other field

components. The fields themselves are measured by the output volt-
ages and currents from the v -ray attenuator. The radiation inten-
sity is measured by standard techniques.

w. Examples

Figure 2 shows a configuration which might be used to test
a sensor designed co measure the radial E field. Note that a “window!’
for the ~ -raya is provided through the lead attenuator. This iS
so that two such sensors have everything alike except that the elec-
tric field is in opposite directions and therefore the outputs should
be identical except for sign reversal. A third sensor iS shielded

such that its output should be zero.

Figure 3 shows a configuration for I:estingthe response of
a sensor designed to measure the vertical E field. By geometric
meana a radial E field is changed to a vertical E field. Again a
second sensor can be shielded to give (hopefully) no output.

In Figure 4 is shown a configuration for testing H field
sensors. The one in the center of the cavity should give no output.
Figure 5 shows a method for checking the response of H field sensors
to electric fields, i.e., shield one of the sensors against the E
Eield.

These examples are not meant to exhaust all Che variations on
this technique, but to illustrate what can be done. For any real
test the various problems will have to be looked at very closely to
determine the optimum and most efficient configurations.

CARL E. BAUM, l/LT, USAF
6 October 1964
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